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Air pollution is one of the main environmental health concerns globally, with
particulate matter (PM) as the primary threat. While many policies address
emissions from transport and industry, there is growing evidence of
agriculture’s significant impact on air quality. Evaluating how intensive farming
impacts PM concentrations and public health is necessary for informed policy
interventions. We focus on the Po Valley (Italy), characterized by intensive
agricultural practices and substantial pollution levels. Our study examines
secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) concentrations between 2013 and 2020 in
Lombardy. Our findings reveal key insights into the impact of intensive farming on
air pollution and public health. First, we find that ammonium salts make up over
30% of the daily particulate matter ≤ 10 μ m (PM10), with annual levels
[11.6–11.8 μg/m3] reaching half of the European Union’s proposed limit
(20 μg/m3). Second, exposure tends to peak in low-wind conditions. In Milan,
ammonia predominantly flows from the east, aligning with heavy livestock
activity, while nitrogen oxides’ (NOx) impacts seem more localized. Rural SIA
peaks correlate with winds from NOx-rich areas. These outcomes imply that
targeted, single-sector policies might fall short of significantly reducing PM10

concentrations. Additionally, manure spreading raises SIA levels by 2–3 μg/m3 in
urban backgrounds the following days. Local sources also stand out in back-
trajectory modeling of concentrations. Finally, applying long-term
concentration-response functions to ammonium salts as a fraction of PM10,
our study suggests that pollution stemming from agricultural activities in Milan
leads to approximately 589 [446–866] deaths annually, resulting in an average
loss of 6,951 [5,267–10,222] life years. This equates to 43 [33–64] deaths and
511 [387–751] lost life years for every 100,000 residents.
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1 Introduction

The European Environment Agency (EEA) and the World
Health Organization (WHO) rank air pollution as Europe’s
greatest environmental health risk. Outdoor air pollution alone is
responsible for more than 327,000 premature deaths every year. Fine
particulate matter with a diameter less than or equal to 2.5 μm
(PM2.5) is shown to be the most harmful pollutant, with
253,000 premature deaths attributable to exposure above 5
micrograms per cubic meter of air (μg/m3) among the European
Union (EU) member states, 46,800 of which being attributed to Italy
alone (European Environment Agency, 2023b).

In Italy, the majority of fatalities occur in the Po Valley, a densely
populated and highly industrialized region of Northern Italy with
some of the highest particulate matter (PM) concentrations among
OECD countries (European Environment Agency, 2023a). Due to
this basin’s unique geo-morphological and meteorological
conditions, the chemical regimes of PM are complex, non-linear,
and spatially varying, exacerbating pollution levels (Thunis
et al., 2021).

Additionally, the Po Valley is a hub for intensive agricultural
activities and livestock farming, resulting in high atmospheric
ammonia (NH3) (Carozzi et al., 2012; Damme et al., 2014; Van
Damme et al., 2018). Almost all of the regional NH3 emissions are
attributed to agriculture (INEMAR - ARPA Lombardia, 2022).
Agriculture plays a critical role in producing harmful secondary
PM (Cambra-López et al., 2010; Lelieveld et al., 2015; Lovarelli et al.,
2020; McDuffie et al., 2021; Belis et al., 2021). According to Lelieveld
et al. (2015), the agricultural sector is responsible for the highest
incidence of premature mortality caused by air pollution in Europe:
in Italy, approximately 39% of premature deaths due to PM2.5 and
tropospheric ozone (O3) can be attributed to agriculture. As several
studies suggest, curbing secondary PM precursor emissions, such as
NH3 and nitrogen oxides (NOx), may decrease PM levels (Clappier
et al., 2021; Veratti et al., 2023), and reduce premature deaths due to
PM exposure (Lelieveld et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Pozzer et al.,
2017; Giannadaki et al., 2018; Thakrar et al., 2020; Wyer et al., 2022),
providing relevant economic benefits (Giannadaki et al., 2018).
However, NH3 is the pollutant with the lowest decline in
emissions (−12.1%) in Europe over 2005–2021, trailing by a large
margin PM2.5 (almost one-third in reduction), NOx (almost half),
and SO2 (four-fifths) (European Environment Agency, 2023c).

Concerning both short and long-term PM components’ toxicity
and their related effects on health, the existing research is still
insufficient (Kinney et al., 2010; Atkinson et al., 2014; Chung
et al., 2015; Wyzga and Rohr, 2015; Badaloni et al., 2017; Chen
and Hoek, 2020), in particular on the role of nitrates and sulfates
(Cassee et al., 2013; World Health Organization Regional Office for
Europe, 2013). Some studies suggest that the inorganic components
of PM might be less detrimental than the carbonaceous part
(Schlesinger and Cassee, 2003), which could be up to five times
more harmful (Tuomisto et al., 2008; Lelieveld et al., 2015), and than
combustion aerosols in general (Park et al., 2018). However, other
researchers have obtained different findings. Achilleos et al. (2017)
find in their meta-analysis that the short-term association between
PM2.5 and cardiovascular mortality weighs the same for elemental
carbon and nitrate, while the former has a stronger association for
total mortality. In a Chinese province, nitrate, ammonium, and

organic matter have been observed to affect mortality more strongly
relative to other PM2.5 components, as reported by Fu et al. (2023).

Numerous analyses on the role of agriculture on air pollution and
on the spatiotemporal distribution of NH3 levels in Lombardy have
been conducted (Lonati and Cernuschi, 2020; Lovarelli et al., 2021; Belis
et al., 2021; Thunis et al., 2021; Veratti et al., 2023; Fassò et al., 2023;
Lunghi et al., 2024; Granella et al., 2024; Otto et al., 2024; Pietrogrande
et al., 2022; Colombo et al., 2024), as well as on secondary inorganic
aerosol (SIA) formation (Andreani-Aksoyoglu et al., 2004; Lonati et al.,
2008; Bedogni and Pirovano, 2011; Daher et al., 2012; Pirovano et al.,
2015; Perrone et al., 2016; Pietrogrande et al., 2022; Granella et al., 2024;
Amato et al., 2024).We build on a recent study by Lonati andCernuschi
(2020), that analyzes spatial and temporal patterns characterizing NH3

concentrations in Lombardy and their influence on urban areas. Our
work adds to the literature by providing an extensive analysis of SIA
patterns using the most recent and novel data. We use correlational
analyses to explore the contribution of agriculture to PM10 formation
and its human health impacts in Lombardy, the most populous region
in Italy.

Given that the most critical health impacts originate from PM
itself, unlike previous studies, we focus on SIA, a component of PM,
rather than NH3, a precursor. We analyze the inorganic component
of PM, ammonium salts, i.e., the sum of ammonium nitrate
(NH4NO3) and ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) in PM10,
derived from three air quality stations located in the region. By
examining the contribution of ammonium salts to the total PM10

mass, we gain valuable insights into the potential sources of the
inorganic component. We also investigate the extent to which
ammonium salts alone contribute to the exceeding of both EU-
prescribed limits and WHO-recommended levels, thereby clarifying
the importance of SIA mitigation policies to achieve the normative
limits and minimize their health impacts. We then use polar plots
and back-trajectory modeling to determine local and distant source
contribution and spatial correlation at receptor sites.

Our study is one of the few exploring long-range transport patterns
and their impact on SIA formation in Lombardy across a long time
series. One of the agricultural activities with a substantial impact on SIA
formation is the broadcasting of manure. We look at the impact of
manure spreading on the observed SIA levels in Milan. Finally, we
evaluate the health impact of agriculture. This involves estimating the
number of deaths and years of life lost attributable to exposure to
ammonium salts as a fraction of PM10 by using concentration-response
functions for PM10 available in existing literature. Additionally, we
compute these impacts by both gender and quinquennial age groups.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior study directly associates the
levels of ammonium salts in PM10 with a long-term health burden
in Lombardy.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Data

2.1.1 PM and secondary inorganic aerosol
PM may either be directly emitted into the atmosphere through

biogenic or anthropogenic emissions (primary aerosol) or may
indirectly result from chemical reaction processes (secondary
aerosol) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). In Europe’s urban
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environments, including the Po Valley, the secondary aerosol
component of PM prevails in the total mass concentration
(Larsen et al., 2012; Aksoyoglu et al., 2017; Thunis et al., 2021;
Clappier et al., 2021).

Depending on the composition, secondary aerosol may be
classified as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) or as secondary
inorganic aerosol (SIA). Gaseous precursors of the SIA are
atmospheric NH3, NOx, and SO2, which react in the atmosphere
to form NH4NO3 (NH4)2SO4, and ammonium bisulfate
(NH4HSO4), also known as ammonium salts due to the presence
of the ammonium cation (NH4

+) (Larsen et al., 2012; Squizzato
et al., 2013; Lonati and Cernuschi, 2020). The first two are
NH4NO3’s precursors, while the first and the latter are
precursors of (NH4)2SO4, and therefore contribute to PM10.
While NH3 has an expected lifetime of roughly 10 days due to
its high solubility in the ground and in waters (Seinfeld, 2016),
ammonium salts such as NH4NO3 may last longer, up to about
2 weeks, being prone to long-range transport (Ehrnsperger and
Klemm, 2021).

In Italy, NOx emissions come mainly from traffic, industry, and
the power sector, while SO2 is emitted by the industrial and power
sectors. NH3 emissions, however, come almost entirely from the
agricultural sector, and predominantly from livestock farming and
manure management (as much as 97.1% and 86.5%, respectively, in
Lombardy) (INEMAR - ARPA Lombardia, 2022).

2.1.2 Study area
Lombardy, located in Northern Italy within the Po Valley, is the

region with the highest number of livestock units and intensive
rearing in the country. It also stands among the leading regions in
Europe in terms of livestock (Statistical Office of the European
Union, 2023). Refer to Supplementary Figure S1 to compare cattle
and pig livestock numbers in Lombardy with other European
regions. As of the conclusion of 2021, Lombardy housed
approximately 27.58% of the Italian cattle population, amounting
to 1,555,372 units, and a substantial 50.55% of the Italian pig
population, totaling 4,242,918 units (Pretolani and Rama, 2022).
Notably, within the category of ruminants with significant dietary
requirements, more than one-fourth of milk cows were found in
Lombardy. However, Lombardy’s breeding farms represented only
10% and 8.84% of the Italian total for cattle and pigs, respectively. In
the context of agricultural emissions of NH3, while crops contribute
7%, livestock effluent management accounts for 93%, of which
bovine and swine farming alone constitute 52.5% and 27.1%,
respectively. The remaining 13.5% of emissions are attributed to
the farming of other animals.

Due to its high anthropogenic activity but also to its
geographical characteristics, Lombardy is particularly subject to
the accumulation of pollutants and poor air quality for prolonged
periods. In particular, the presence of the Alps on the northern and
western side and of the Apennines on the southern side determine
weak wind conditions and frequent thermal inversion episodes,
hindering atmospheric dispersion and trapping pollution to the
ground (Caserini et al., 2017).

2.1.3 Data sources
In this study, we employed a wide range of data types, including

air quality, meteorological conditions, livestock, crop areas, effluent

dispersion, population demographics, and mortality statistics. All of
these data sets are readily accessible online, with the exception of PM
speciation data, which are provided by the regional environmental
protection agency,Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione dell’Ambiente
(ARPA Lombardia), which is in charge of collecting samples and
validating the data for the territory of Lombardy in the appliance of
the European Directive on Air Quality (European Union, 2008). For
further details on the analytical methods followed by ARPA
Lombardia and the instrumentation employed, see
Supplementary Section S1. Supplementary Tables S1, S2 report
the limit of detection and the uncertainty associated with the
ions’ measurements.

Specifically, we have gathered daily data on air pollutants
from the Open Data Lombardia portal (Regione Lombardia,
2021), with a particular focus on select pollutants and trace
gases, including PM10, NOx, and NH3. Our research is
primarily focused on daily PM10 speciation data, which have
been subject to post-processing to derive ammonium salts. Note
that the method employed to estimate NH4NO3 and (NH4)2SO4

concentrations relies on the assumption of pure salts, a
simplification that could impact the accuracy of our
estimations. On the one hand, the interactions between
nitrate, sulfate, and substances different from NH4

+ (e.g., sea
salt, sodium, calcium, chlorine, potassium) could lead to the
formation of mixed salts (Seinfeld, 2016). For example, if nitrate
reacts with sea salt to form sodium nitrate, the actual amount of
NH4NO3 would be less than what is estimated under the
assumption of pure salts. On the other hand, the available
NH4

+ may be consumed with other acids, e.g., hydrochloric
acid to form ammonium chloride. Such cases would both
imply an overestimation of NH4NO3 and (NH4)2SO4. In this
matter, the availability of NH3, which is abundant in the region,
and other pollutants are crucial for forming these aerosols. Such
concerns are partly reduced by the fact that NH4

+ is the most
prevalent ion compared to the others (see Supplementary Tables
S3–S5). For a more comprehensive understanding of the
formation of SIA and the calculation of ammonium salts,
additional information can be found in Supplementary
Section S2, S3.

Concentrations are expressed in μg/m3. The data set covers the
period from 2013 to 2020 and has been collected from three air
quality monitoring stations located within the Lombardy region:

1. The urban background station on Pascal Street in the city of
Milan, characterized by a highly urbanized environment.

2. The urban traffic station on Senato Street in the city of Milan,
also in an urban setting.

3. The rural background station in Schivenoglia, situated in the
Mantua province in South Eastern Lombardy, known for its
predominantly agricultural surroundings.

For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to these air quality
stations as follows: the background station in Milan (Pascal), the
traffic station in Milan (Senato), and the rural station in
Schivenoglia. Notice that ammonium salt data are available for
all stations until August 2020. However, for the rural station,
data prior to February 2018 is not available. In Figure 1, the
geographical locations of each air quality station within the
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region are displayed in relation to land use categories, which include
urban areas (colored in grey), agricultural areas (yellow), forests
(green), wetlands (violet), and bodies of water (light blue). Notice
that livestock specialization prevails in the Lombardy plain to the
east of Milan, which is much more limited in the west, where the
prevalent specialized crop is rice paddy (Regione Lombardia, 2019).

Meteorological conditions, namely, wind speed and wind
direction, have been sourced from weather station data available
on the regional open data portal (Regione Lombardia, 2021). Since
the meteorological and air quality stations are not co-located, we
have associated weather conditions with air quality stations using
the nearest weather station. Specifically, the nearest weather station
for Milan’s background air quality station (Juvara) is located
approximately 1.2 kilometers (km) away. For Milan’s traffic air
quality station, the closest meteorological urban site (Brera) is
situated approximately 660 m away. As for the rural air quality
station, the nearest weather station is located in Sermide, a semi-
urban environment in the province of Mantua, at a distance of
16 km. The lack of co-location between the monitoring stations may
introduce minormeasurement errors in attributing wind conditions.
However, this is unlikely to significantly impact the analyses
exploiting aggregate weather conditions under Section 3.2. In
urban areas like Milan, small distances between stations do not
typically result in major variations in wind speed and direction due
to homogeneous meteorological conditions. For rural stations, such
as those in the flat Manua province, distant weather stations likely
still provide representative wind patterns, as topographical features
have less influence on wind conditions.

Annual livestock consistencies are available on the data
portal of the statistical office of the European Union
(Eurostat) (Statistical Office of the European Union, 2023).
Six-month data on livestock numbers are accessible through
the National Data Bank of the Zootechnical Registry portal
(Ministero della Salute, 2021). Regarding the spreading of
livestock effluents (referred to as “spreading windows”),
starting in 2016, the Regional Agency for Agricultural and
Forestry Services (ERSAF) has been providing information
twice a week through a bulletin that specifies permissible
times for spreading within the six pedoclimatic zones in
Lombardy: Alps, Western Prealps, Eastern Prealps, Western
Plain, Central Plain, and Eastern Plain. We have obtained
these data from the ERSAF website (Ente Regionale per i
Servizi all’Agricoltura e alle Foreste, 2021). For a detailed
overview of agricultural sources of ammonium salts, refer to
Supplementary Section S4.

Information about land use and crop surfaces comes from a
regional land use and cover database for the year 2018, known as
Destinazione d’Uso dei Suoli Agricoli e Forestali (DUSAF), version
6.0 (Destination of use of agricultural and forest soils) (Regione
Lombardia, 2019). Additionally, data on the regional and municipal
borders for the year 2021 have been derived from the National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica, 2021).
Lastly, annual population figures, observed all-cause mortality rates,
and 3-year life expectancy data for the city of Milan were accessed
through the Integrated Statistical System portal of the municipality
(Comune di Milano, 2021).

FIGURE 1
Air quality stations with respect to land use in Lombardy. Land use categories are urban areas, agricultural areas, forests, wetlands, and waters
(colored in grey, yellow, green, violet, and light blue, respectively). The blue cross identifies background stations, while the red one identifies traffic
stations. Map of Europe with a red rectangle over Lombardy.
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Local wind patterns
Identifying sources of secondary pollutants that are not directly

emitted into the atmosphere can be challenging. We employ a
multifaceted approach that integrates various data sources and
methods to accomplish this goal. In particular, we build upon the
research conducted by Lonati and Cernuschi (2020), utilizing
bivariate polar plot (BPP) and bivariate conditional probability
distribution function (BCPF) analyses to investigate the
relationship between daily concentrations of air pollutants and
wind patterns. Notably, our analysis extends beyond NH3, the
focus of Lonati and Cernuschi (2020), to encompass PM10,
NH4NO3, and NOx as well.

A BPP is a well-established technique for source apportionment.
It represents concentration data using polar coordinates (reflecting
wind direction) and radial coordinates (indicating a second numeric
variable, typically wind speed). This approach provides insights into
the probable distance and origin of sources that influence pollution
levels at the receptor. We first partition the time series of
atmospheric compound concentrations into bins based on wind
speed and wind direction and then calculate averages. This method
proves valuable in characterizing sources, facilitating the
differentiation between diffuse, ground-level sources (such as
livestock farms, residential heating, or traffic-related emissions)
and point sources with buoyant emissions (including industrial
plants, harbors, or airports), as demonstrated by Lonati and
Cernuschi (2020). For further details, we refer to Carslaw et al.
(2006), Carslaw and Ropkins (2012), Carslaw and Beevers (2013),
Uria-Tellaetxe and Carslaw (2014), John H. Seinfeld (2016), and
Grange and Carslaw (2019). We generate BPP and BCPF plots using
the polarPlot function within the openair R package for air pollution
analysis (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012; Carslaw, 2019).

2.2.2 Long-range air mass patterns
We also employ long-range back-trajectory techniques to

account for the potential influence of distant sources, given that
SIA can persist in the atmosphere for up to 2 weeks and be
transported. We use the HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model version 5.3.2 (Stein
et al., 2015) to derive 72-h air mass back-trajectories for our
urban and rural background source receptors. For the simulation,
trajectories are calculated daily at 00, 06, 12, and 18 universal Time
Coordinated (UTC), starting from date 2013-01-01 to date 2020-08-
01;at a height of 100 (Scotto et al., 2021) and 500;m (Ara Begum
et al., 2005; Pekney et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2019;
Scotto et al., 2021) above ground level (m a.g.l.), respectively. The
HYSPLIT model, widely used for calculating atmospheric
trajectories (Fleming et al., 2012), was developed by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Air Resources
Laboratory. As meteorology data, we employ the National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) archived reanalysis data, with a
2.5° latitude-longitude resolution. We use the SplitR R package
(Iannone, Richard, 2016) to apply the model and determine
trajectories. As methods of analysis, we use the Potential Source
Contribution Function (PSCF) and Concentration-Weighted
Trajectory (CWT) methods, generated with the openair R

package (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012). The PSCF method
provides spatially distributed conditional probabilities of highly
polluting sources, based on a concentration percentile of interest
(Ara Begum et al., 2005; Pekney et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007; Scotto
et al., 2021). E.g., we apply PSCF to estimate likely sources
contributing to concentrations above the 90th percentile. While
PSCF relies on probabilities, the CWT method allows instead
calculating a spatial weighted average of concentrations,
providing complementary information on sources (Lupu and
Maenhaut, 2002; Zhao et al., 2007; Masiol et al., 2015).

2.2.3 Health impacts from long-term
concentration-response estimates

To evaluate the human health effects of agricultural activities
that emit NH3 and contribute to the formation of secondary
inorganic aerosol (SIA) in a densely populated urban area as the
city of Milan, we quantify the long-term health benefits of a
hypothetical zero reduction of ammonium salts, a key inorganic
component of PM10 associated with agriculture. Our study primarily
examines the health effects in terms of attributable deaths (AD) and
years of life lost (YLL) resulting from exposure to ammonium salts
as a fraction of PM10 in Milan, using data from the urban
background air quality station. We consider this station as
representative of the broader study area. Despite ongoing but still
insufficient research on the diverse toxicological properties of PM,
we assume ammonium salts to possess comparable levels of toxicity
to that of the total mass (Lim et al., 2012).

AD represent the number of individuals who have experienced
premature mortality due to specific causes, such as exposure to air
pollution, while YLL quantify the potential lifetime loss due to
specific causes (European Environment Agency, 2022). To provide a
comprehensive assessment, we compute AD and YLL for both the
entire adult population of Milan aged 20 and older and for groups
defined by year (y), gender (g), and age (a).

Deaths per year, gender, and age group (Da,g,y) are attributed to
air pollution using a population-attributable fraction (1 − 1

RRy
)

grounded in existing literature Eq. 1, obtaining attributable
deaths (ADa,g,y):

ADa,g,y � Da,g,y × 1 − 1
RRy

( ) (1)

We exclude mortality from non-natural causes by applying a
correction factor of 0.963 specific for the province of Milan taken
from Carugno et al. (2017). The correction coefficient is constructed
based on 2009–2013 mortality data and calculated excluding
violent deaths.

The relative risk RRy takes an exponential form:

RRy � e β× Cy−C0( )( ) (2)

where Cy is the average annual SIA concentration and C0 is the
counterfactual level of no SIA pollution, thus C0 is set to 0. Although
some authors argue that under certain concentration levels PM has
no effect on human health (Burnett and Cohen, 2020), this is far
from being consensual (Papadogeorgou et al., 2019). In addition,
given our exclusive focus on the SIA component, it would be
reasonable to employ 0 as a threshold for a counterfactual
scenario as it is highly improbable that SIA constitutes the
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entirety of the annual PM mass (the median share in our data is
around one-third).

In Eq. 2, β reflects the relative risk of long-term exposure to
PM10 and is derived from Chen and Hoek (2020), who analyzed
17 cohort studies. The implied value of β is 0.003922 (CI:
0.002956–0.005827), meaning a 3.9% increase in the mortality
rate for a 10 μg/m3 increase in the long-term exposure to PM10.
Note that we apply the concentration-response functions to the
adult subset of the population, which aligns with the prevailing
cohorts across the studies considered by Chen and Hoek (2020). We
obtain consistent results when applying the concentration-response
functions to the general population.

The number of years of life lost per year, gender, and age group
(YLLa,g,y) is calculated by multiplying the expected remaining life
years (RLYa,g,y) by the number of deaths attributed to air
pollution (ADa,g,y):

YLLa,g,y � RLYa,g,y × ADa,g,y (3)

Finally, we compute yearly aggregates Eqs. 4, 5 as well as the
rates of attributable deaths and years of life lost per
100,000 inhabitants Eqs. 6, 7. This approach follows
methodologies used in prior research (Carugno et al., 2017;
Giannini et al., 2017).

ADy � ∑
a

∑
g

ADa,g,y (4)

YLLy � ∑
a

∑
g

YLLa,g,y (5)

ADRy � ∑yADy

Ny
× 100, 000 (6)

YLLRy � ∑yYLLy

Ny
× 100, 000 (7)

where Ny is the total population in year y.

3 Results

3.1 Secondary inorganic aerosol’s
characterization

3.1.1 Summary statistics
Our data analysis begins with an overview of key pollutant

concentrations observed at the three air quality stations, as
summarized in Supplementary Tables S6–S8. Notably, PM10

levels across all stations are consistently high, and the average
exceeds the proposed EU annual limit of 20 μg/m3. From
2013 to 2020, PM10 at the urban background station frequently
exceeds the proposed daily limit of 45 μg/m3, on average 77 times a
year, and has a mean concentration of 37 μg/m3. Similarly, PM10 at
the urban traffic station exceeds the proposed daily limit on average
66 times a year and has mean values of 36 μg/m3. At the rural
background site, exceedances are 47 a year, on average, and the
mean concentration is 30 μg/m3.

In winter, particulate levels between Milan and Schivenoglia are
positively correlated. Specifically, NH4NO3 in the urban background
station and PM10 in the rural station have a correlation of 0.77, while
PM10 exhibits a correlation of 0.76, and NH4NO3 of 0.7. Moreover,

NH3 at the rural station shows a correlation of 0.33 with PM10 and
0.32 with NH4NO3 at the urban background (see the correlation
matrices in Supplementary Figure S2).

In the region, NOx are mostly emitted by diesel engines
(INEMAR - ARPA Lombardia, 2022) and their concentrations
are substantially higher in urban areas than in rural areas (mean
concentrations of 91, 100, and 25 μg/m3 at the urban background
station, urban traffic station, and the rural station, respectively).
Conversely, 97% of NH3 emissions come from agriculture; a gas that
is found in greater concentrations in rural areas (mean of 20 μg/m3)
than in urban areas (9 μg/m3 in the urban background).

3.1.2 Ammonium salts in PM
SIA is, on average, a third of PM10 (mean values of approximately

11 μg/m3 for all three stations), and about three-fourths of SIA are
NH4NO3. This is explained by the relative abundance of NOx

compared to SOx in Lombardy and surrounding areas. A more
detailed view of ammonium salts’ shares in PM10 is given by
Table 1 and Figure 2 on the percentile distribution, and by
Supplementary Figure S3 on the time series of ammonium salts’
share in PM10. Ammonium salts are characterized by high temporal
variability both within and between the monitoring stations, even
within the same city. As expected, while (NH4)2SO4 is constant
throughout the year, NH4NO3 tends to peak in autumn and winter
months, disappearing in the summer because of evaporation and
decomposition at high temperatures (Lim et al., 2022), e.g., above
25° (Querol et al., 2016). Its sampling measure is further biased by
volatilization from the filter (Chang et al., 2000; Schaap et al., 2002;
Pirovano et al., 2015; Scotto et al., 2021). In all stations, the sole values of
NH4NO3 often exceed the daily limit for PM10. See Figure 3 that
displays annualized mean concentration levels of PM10, NH4NO3 and
(NH4)2SO4, respectively.

While there are no regulatory limits for NH3 concentrations at
the European level, ammonium salts significantly contribute to
PM10 levels, often leading to exceedances of both the EU air
quality limits and the internationally recommended values for
health protection (Supplementary Tables S9–S11). The EU
legislation currently allows a maximum of 35 days per year with
PM10 concentrations above 50 μg/m3, but discussions are
considering revising these parameters, based on a European
Commission legislative proposal that reduces the daily
concentration threshold to 45 μg/m3, and the maximum number
of exceedances to 18 per year (European Commission, 2022). The
WHO, however, recommends a PM10 limit of 45 μg/m3, not to be
exceeded more than 3–4 days yearly. Based on the 50 μg/m3 EU
limit, exceedances due to ammonium salts range from 0 to 16 days in
Milan’s background, 0 to 13 in traffic, and 1 to 6 in rural areas. The

TABLE 1 Percentiles of ammonium salts’ share in PM10 for the urban
background, traffic, and rural station (2013–2020).

Percentile

0th 25th 50th 75th 100th

Background 0.03 0.17 0.25 0.36 0.94

Traffic 0.02 0.17 0.24 0.34 0.89

Rural 0.05 0.22 0.31 0.45 0.88
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average overshoot above the 50 μg/m3 threshold is 4.2, 3.5, and 4 in
the urban background, urban traffic, and rural background,
respectively. A more ambitious threshold of 45 μg/m3 would
increase these exceedances, with average overshoot values of 6.4,
5, and 5.7 at the respective stations. In 3 out of 8 years in Milan and
2 out of 3 years in the rural site, exceedances surpassed the 3–4 days
limit set byWHO. For annual EU limits of PM10, set at 40 μg/m3 but
potentially being revised to 20 μg/m3, ammonium salts alone
saturate around half of this limit. The average concentration is
11.6 μg/m3 for the background and rural station, and 11.8 μg/m3 for
the traffic site. Considering the WHO recommended annual limit,
ammonium salts constitute over 77% of the allowable PM10 in
all stations.

3.2 The nexus between ammonium salts and
agriculture

To investigate the temporal correlation of agriculture activities
with the SIA levels measured in Milan, we calculate the cross-
correlation between the NH3 time series concentration levels
registered in the rural areas near highly intensive livestock and
NH4NO3 in the downwind Milan stations (Figure 4). The dashed
horizontal lines represent the statistical significance of Pearson’s
cross-correlation coefficient. In Figure 4A, we observe a significant
positive correlation between lagged NH3 levels in the rural site and
NH4NO3 levels in Milan’s background, extending up to 2 days
before. Similar findings are obtained when correlating NH3 time
series at the rural site with SIA at the traffic station, showing a
positive correlation up to 2 days before NH3 concentration increases
are registered in heavily agriculture-dense regions (Figure 4B). This
implies that fluctuations in agricultural activities emitting NH3 are,
on average, significantly correlated to the SIA concentrations
observed in Milan up to 2 days after their occurrence. To verify
that such cross-correlation is not due to weak dispersion with the
build-up of all pollutants, we calculate the cross-correlation between
NH3 and the other pollutants as well. The cross-correlation with
PM10 is not as straightforward as with NH4NO3: at the urban traffic
station, it is positive and significant up to 1 day before, while at the
urban background station only on the same day. This could be due
to the PM10 composition variability, e.g., the relevance of primary
sources compared to secondary ones, or the role of atmospheric

conditions. Interestingly, lagged NH3 is not significantly correlated
with (NH4)2SO4 at the urban site. This lack of correlation might
indicate that NH3 availability does not limit the sulfates levels or that
other factors are more critical in determining their concentrations
(e.g., sulfur dioxide emissions or meteorological conditions). For
NOx, the cross-correlation is positive on the same day but turns
negative up to 5–7 days before. This inverse relationship suggests a
complex dynamic, possibly indicating atmospheric chemistry
interactions, where NH3 presence could influence NOx depletion
over time. See Supplementary Figures S4–S6 for more details.

The formation of SIA depends not only on agricultural activities,
as seen above but also on meteorological conditions and other
pollutants. We analyze the seasonal polar plots of SIA and its
precursors in Milan and the rural areas. Supplementary Figures
S10–S12 show the average pollutant concentrations by wind
conditions for each station and season. Strong seasonal patterns
are observed for all stations, and a high variability characterizes each
pollutant throughout the year. In particular, winter stands out as the
season with the highest concentration values for PM10, NH4NO3,
and NOx, when the frequent low inversion layer heights create the
ideal conditions for pollution accumulation. With the exception of
NH3, high concentrations occur at low wind speeds below 3 meters
per second (m/s). Moreover, PM10 and NH4NO3 share similar
patterns as expected. Seasonal cycles appear analogous in both
Milan’s stations, though with wind pattern specificities.
Interestingly, in Milan’s background station (Supplementary
Figure S10), NH3 is most prevalent in autumn, when most of the
spreading of effluents takes place (see Supplementary Figure S3 for a
reference on spreading permits). Moreover, some of the highest
levels are observed at medium wind speeds (2–3 m/s), while
concentrations are lower when wind speed is below 2 m/s. This
indicates that NH3 is mostly transported into the city of Milan. NH3

shows peculiar seasonal trends, likely stemming from its extended
residence time of up to 10 days, enabling its transportation over long
distances. Although we find evidence of NH3 precursor being
transported into Milan, the problem of SIA is clearly worsened
by the specific meteorological conditions of the region, which favor
pollution accumulation. NOx, on the other hand, show trends of
being mainly locally sourced in and around Milan. Unlike Milan,
being relatively distant from large urban areas, the rural station is
characterized by higher levels of NH3, with a mean value one-fourth
higher than the one recorded in the urban setting (Supplementary

FIGURE 2
Frequency distribution plots of ammonium nitrates (NH4NO3), ammonium sulfates ((NH4)2SO4), and ammonium salts daily shares (2013–2020) in
PM10 concentrations (colored in green, yellow, and blue, respectively) at (A) the background, (B) traffic, and (C) rural air quality stations.
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Figure S12). Moreover, summer is the predominant season for NH3,
with constant values around or above 20 μg/m3, regardless of where
the wind blows or at what speed. In fact, higher temperature and

radiance induce gas-phase pollutants such as NH3 to become more
volatile (Abeed et al., 2022). NOx behavior indicates that it is mainly
transported from the east, where big cities are located.

FIGURE 3
Time series of annualized dailymean concentration levels (2013–2020) for PM10, NH4NO3, and (NH4)2SO4 (colored in black, light green, and orange,
respectively) at the following stations (stacked ammonium salts): (A) urban background, (B) urban traffic, and (C) rural background station. The daily and
annual WHO guidelines for PM10 of 45 and 15 μg/m3 are highlighted in red (with a dotted and a solid line, respectively). Over the period, the SIA mass in
PM10 alone exceeded the daily limit 51, 40, and 17 times in the urban background, traffic, and rural station, respectively.
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To derive insights from specific concentration ranges, we exploit the
BCPF technique developed byUria-Tellaetxe and Carslaw (2014), which
puts together the conditional probability function approach with that of
polar plots. This way, the BCPF plot associates a probability to a specific
concentration level bin, eventually identifying potential sources. We first
focus on the worse case pollution episodes and compare the BCPF plots
for the range of concentrations > 90th percentile (Supplementary
Figures S13–15). Lombardy’s most critical SIA pollution episodes
happen with very low winds, favorable to accumulation when

pollution builds up in the atmosphere for several days. This trend is
observed for all the stations. In theMilanese background, NH4NO3 and
NOx peak concentrations occur when the winds blow from the south-
southwest and southeast at very low wind speeds, around or less than 1
m/s (Supplementary Figure S13). The southeast, northeast, and east-
northeast regions, characterized by a high density of cattle and swine (see
also Supplementary Table S8), show the greatest likelihood of NH3

concentrations. The BPP confirms that homogeneously scattered sources
surround the receptor location (Figure 5A). Unlike the Milan

FIGURE 4
Pearson’s cross-correlation plots between pollutants’ time series in Milan air quality stations and Schivenoglia for winter months only (December,
January, February). (A) Lagged NH3 at the rural station and NH4NO3 at the background station. (B) Lagged NH3 at the rural station and NNH4NO3 at the
traffic station.

FIGURE 5
BPP for 2013–2020 mean levels of NH4NO3, NOx , and NH3 in μg/m3 at the (A) Milan background and (B) rural station.
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background station, at the traffic area station, the northern quadrants
have the greatest impact on pollution episodes (Supplementary Figures
S14, 16). Conversely, the western quadrants appear to prevail in affecting
pollution at the rural receptor (Figures 5B, Supplementary Figure S15).

Based on recent relevant literature, air pollution sources may be
associated with specific concentration ranges (Uria-Tellaetxe and
Carslaw, 2014). After having focused on concentration peaks, we use
BCPF to find evidence of transported versus locally produced SIA and
its precursors. In addition, we examine the average concentrations of
pollutants below and above specific threshold values to investigate the
wind conditions linked to recommended and undesirable air quality
levels. In Figures 6–8, we showBCPF plots forNH4NO3 concentrations
every 20 percentiles between the 0th and the 100th percentile (e.g.,
between the 0th and the 20th percentile). On the one hand, while
average polar plots provide a general picture of the influence of wind,
they are not satisfactory for identifying sources. On the other hand, in
the context of the Po Valley, focusing only on the highest percentiles
may limit attention to accumulation episodes. Binned polar plots
highlight the multitude of sources and their spatial variability as a
function of concentration ranges. The graphs show how the various
sources scattered around the monitoring sites interact with the
meteorological conditions and contribute differently to SIA levels. In
Milan’s background (Figure 6), we observe that the lower concentration
ranges are typically linked to moderate to high wind speeds, originating
from the west, south-west, and south-east (0th-20th and 20th-40th
percentile), which can quickly transport NH4NO3 from afar to the city.
For concentrations between the 40th and the 60th percentile, we find
once again evidence of transportation from the east and southwest at
medium wind speeds (2–4 m/s). Overall, the plot shows how
concentrations are often transported to the city, the exception being
the extreme pollution episodes at higher concentrations, between
15 and 94 μg/m3, when the low wind speed effect plays a major

role in the accumulation of pollution. InMilan’s background, NH4NO3

values above 5 μg/m3 seem to be associated with lower wind speeds,
while values below 5 μg/m3 confirm NOx locally (Supplementary
Figure S17). Figure 7 shows clear transport phenomena occurring at
the traffic station, except for the upper percentiles, associated with
accumulation conditions. Supplementary Figure S18 confirms the
transport of ammonium salts towards the traffic receptor, in
particular for concentrations below 5 μg/m3. The limited amount of
values of NOx below 10 μg/m3 does not allow plotting the BPP for the
traffic station. Regarding the rural background, the high SIA
concentration episodes happen at the intersection of NOx and NH3

concentrated air. While, there is no evidence of frequent locally formed
SIA episodes, as the NOx concentrations in this rural region are lower,
and NOx are likely to be the limiting precursor (Figure 8). Regarding
threshold plots for rural areas, the higher concentrations of SIA, NOx,
and NH3 are linked to sources located in the west-northwest
(Supplementary Figure S19). Moreover, NOx appear to be mostly
transported. Importantly, in Milan, NOx are locally sourced,
contrary to what happens in the rural site. NH3, on the other hand,
is mostly transported into the city.

Finally, we generate plots of ratios between the cumulative mass of
ammonium salts and the total mass of PM10 (Supplementary Figure
S20). This visualization helps us identify weather conditions where the
inorganic component contributes significantly to PM. In the first panel,
which pertains to Milan’s background station, it is evident that for
nearby localized sources and when winds originate from the east,
ammonium salts play a more significant role than for other wind
conditions. This trend also extends to cases with strong winds from the
west-southwest. Therefore, PM10 coming from the east, where the
majority of livestock units are located (see Supplementary Figures
S7–9), consistently contains a higher proportion of SIA. Similarly, in
the second panel on the traffic station, transport patterns are detectable

FIGURE 6
BCPF bins for NH4NO3, NOx , and NH3 at Milan’s background station. Concentration ranges in μg/m3 are in round brackets.
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with northeast and east winds and in the case of sources close to the
monitoring site. Conversely, in the rural areas, the ratio with the total
mass increases when westerly and southwest winds prevail. In such
instances, the higher SIA in PM10 composition is linked toNOx sources
locatedwest of the receptor (third panel). All in all, we find evidence that
the NOx sources in the city of Milan interact with NH3, primarily
transported from the rural sites, resulting in the formation of SIA and in
the increase of already hazardous levels of PM10.

Concerning Milan’s SIA levels, various graphical analyses have
suggested a significant impact from regions known for high livestock
density. One of the agricultural activities with a substantial impact
on SIA formation is the broadcasting of livestock manure (Pohl
et al., 2022; Wyer et al., 2022). We look at the correlation between

this activity and the observed SIA levels in Milan, analyzing what
happened before and after a spreading event in the Western Plain to
which Milan belongs. Figures 9A,B show NH4NO3 concentration
levels at the background site for cold months between October and
February versus the days before and after a spreading event (±5 days)
in Lombardy (2016–2020). It is evident that the median value of
NH4NO3 is lower prior to a spreading event, in contrast to the day of
the event and the subsequent 3 days. This result holds not only for
the median but also for the daily average. Relative to the day prior to
the broadcasting, the level of NH4NO3 rises by 2 μg/m3 on the
spreading day and reaches its maximum on the subsequent day with
an increase of 3 μg/m3 before tapering off in the days that follow.
Note that these graphs merely serve as suggestive evidence, as they

FIGURE 7
BCPF bins for NH4NO3 and NOx at Milan traffic station. Concentration ranges in μg/m3 are in round brackets.

FIGURE 8
BCPF bins for NH4NO3, NOx , and NH3 at Schivenoglia station. Concentration ranges in μg/m3 are in round brackets.
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do not include any other variables. To determine causality, further
investigation into the relationship between spreading and
ammonium salt levels is needed. We repeat the analysis for the
traffic station, obtaining similar results (Supplementary Figure S21).

After having looked at local contributions to air pollution, we
turn to long-range contributions. Back-trajectory techniques have
been applied in the Po Valley context in relation to different
pollutants and time spans (Sogacheva et al., 2007; Hamed et al.,
2007; Masiol et al., 2012; Diémoz et al., 2019; Scotto et al., 2021). We
derive 3-day back-trajectories at the urban background receptor
location in Milan at 500;m a.g.l. between 01 January 2013 and
29 February 2020, at 0:00, 6:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC, excluding
months when COVID-19 restrictions were put in place across
Europe (Eurostat, 2022).

In Supplementary Figures S22–S24, we show the Potential
Source Contribution Function (PSCF) and the Concentration
Weighted Trajectory (CWT) seasonal plots for NH4NO3

derived for different heights. The PSCF displays the probability
that sources of concentrations >90th percentile at the receptor are
located in a certain grid cell. The PSCF plot highlights the
influence of long-range transboundary pollution towards the
receptor site from across most continental Europe and the
Mediterranean and across all seasons. However, it does not
allow differentiating between relevant sources (Stojić and
Stanišić Stojić, 2017). The CWT plot shows the relative
importance of emission sources by taking into account
concentration gradients over trajectories. In winter, multiple
locations appear relevant for the highest concentrations, such as
the Hammamet Gulf in Tunisia, the Aragon and Catalonia regions
in Spain, the Turkish Marmara region, the Algerian coastal area,
and the Adriatic coast. In autumn, both sources from the
Mediterranean and continental Europe are evident. Such areas
may be linked to point sources, such as industrial areas, harbors,
and airports. However, when focusing on specific concentration
ranges local influences emerge. E.g., constraining to

concentrations below the 75th percentile (12 μg/m3) or between
the first and third quartile (1–12 μg/m3), local sources around
Northern Italy stand out in winter (see Figures 10 and
Supplementary Figure S25). See Supplementary Figure S26 on
concentrations <99th percentile (47.9 μg/m3) as well. Also looking
at concentrations above the 90th (21.8 μg/m3) and 99th percentile,
local sources play a role (see Supplementary Figures S27, 28).

3.3 Health impacts attributable to exposure
to ammonium salts in Milan

As a final stage, we shift our focus to evaluating the impact of
agriculture-related inorganic PM10 on human health. We employ
health impact functions from prior epidemiological research,
applying them exclusively to ammonium salts to achieve this.
For the purpose of this study, we consider all PM10 particles to
pose an equal level of toxicity to human health as the total PM10

mass (Lim et al., 2012). Table 2 shows the annual number of
deaths (AD) and years of life lost (YLL) and related rates for every
100,000 inhabitants (ADR and YLLR) in the city of Milan
between 2013 and 2019 attributable to exposure to ammonium
salts above 0 μg/m3. Notice that we exclude 2020 due to data
distortions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic (Granella et al.,
2021). In Milan, an average of 589 people per year lost their lives
due to ammonium salts between 2013 and 2019, resulting in a
mean count of 6,951 YLL. In terms of premature deaths per
100,000 inhabitants, the figures varied from a minimum of 37 in
2014 to a maximum of 54 in 2017, averaging 43. The total years
lost per 100,000 due to ammonium salts ranged from 439 to 648,
with an average of 511. In summary, over the 7-year period,
4,123 people experienced premature mortality, resulting in a total
loss of 48,659 years of life. It is worth noting that the health
impacts trend remained stationary in the period considered. In
Tables 3 and 4, we present the average attributable deaths and

FIGURE 9
Scatter plots of ammonium salt levels in μg/m3 at the background station for cold months only (October to February) and days close to a spreading
event (±5) in Lombardy (2016–2020): (A) Median ammonium salts and (B) daily ammonium salts. A fitted line is colored in blue, with grey CI.
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years of life lost by gender and quinquennial age group for the
period 2013–2019. As expected, deaths attributed to inorganic
pollution vary across age groups, generally rising with increasing
age. Moreover, these deaths tend to be more prevalent among
males, except for women aged 85 and above, who bear the highest
mortality burden. Although limited, deaths associated with
inorganic pollution are also estimated among the younger
generations, likely impacting the youth population’s most
vulnerable and fragile segments. To our knowledge, the
existing literature does not provide a specific beta value for
long-term exposure to PM10 tailored to the Milanese context

or associated with a comparable average exposure within a
similar cohort context. To account for the uncertainty in our
estimates, we recalculated the health impacts using the 95% CI
for the relative risk used to derive the β, ranging from 1.03 to 1.06
(Supplementary Tables S15–S18). The lower bound estimated
attributable deaths (AD) are 446, resulting in 5,267 YLL, which
equates to 33 AD and 387 YLL per 100,000 population. In the
upper bound scenario, there were 866 attributable deaths,
resulting in 10,222 years of life lost, with rates of
64 attributable deaths and 751 years of life lost per
100,000 population.

FIGURE 10
Seasonal gridded 72-h back-trajectory NH4NO3 concentrations derived from the Concentration Weighted Trajectory (CWT) approach applied on
concentrations <75th percentile at the urban background source receptor in Milan at 500;m a.g.l. between 01 January 2013 and 29 February 2020, at 0:
00, 6:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC. The CWT cell values are the concentration weighted means. The location of the source receptor is identified with a
black dot.
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4 Discussion

In the region of Lombardy, located in Northern Italy, the
agricultural sector stands as the primary source of ammonia
(NH3) emissions, a key precursor to secondary inorganic aerosol
(SIA) (INEMAR - ARPA Lombardia, 2022). Building on a study by
Lonati and Cernuschi (2020), our work proposes a characterization
of the contribution of the agricultural sector to PM10 pollution in
Lombardy by analyzing concentrations of its inorganic component,
i.e., ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and ammonium sulfate
((NH4)2SO4), also jointly known as ammonium salts. We
examine the conditions under which emissions deriving from
agriculture contribute to high PM10 concentrations and,
consequently, to an increase in negative health outcomes for its
population. Our work informs local and regional policymakers on
the characterization of the SIA formation in Lombardy and provides
insights to support effective mitigation policy decisions.

We find that, at the air quality stations analyzed and especially in
rural areas, SIA accounts for a significant portion of the overall PM10

mass, often exceeding 30%. NH4NO3 dominates the composition of
SIA, highlighting the importance of long-term regional air pollution
control measures aimed at reducing NH4NO3 and its gaseous
precursors, NH3 and nitrogen oxides (NOx).

In winter, pollution levels between cities are positively correlated,
implying similar trends regardless of local sources, while SIA in Milan’s

background air quality station correlates less toNH3 in the rural areas of
Schivenoglia, suggesting that aerosol may have reacted during transit,
showing signs of transport. NH3 in the rural context significantly
correlates with SIA in Milan on the same day and with lags, up to
2 days. In Milan, there is evidence of transport of NH3, particularly
from the eastern quadrants, where intensive livestock activities are
highly concentrated, while NOx seem to be mainly localized. In rural
areas, high concentrations of NH3 and NOx mostly come from the
west, and the highest levels of SIA are recorded when the wind blows
from areas where NOx are concentrated. Local sources also stand out in
back-trajectory modeling of concentrations.

We also find suggestive evidence of the relationship between
manure spreading and SIA. Our observations indicate a 2
micrograms per cubic meter of air (μg/m3) increase in SIA levels
at the urban background station on the day of manure spreading in
neighboring areas, followed by an additional 3 μg/m3 increase on a
subsequent day. While there are no regulatory limits for NH3

concentrations at the European level, ammonium salts contribute
considerably to breaching PM10 limit values. Ammonium salts
saturate around half of the currently under discussion EU annual
limit of 20 μg/m3 with values between 11.6 and 11.8 μg/m3 at the air
quality stations considered, while the plausible daily limit of 45 μg/
m3 is exceeded on average 6.4, 5, and 5.7 times. This confirms the
relevant role of agriculture in exacerbating poor air quality,
overshooting EU limits and WHO-recommended standards for
health protection, and causing adverse health effects.

Annually, 589 [446–866] deaths and 6,951 [5,267–10,222] years
of life, equivalent to 43 [33–64] and 511 [387–751] every
100,000 inhabitants, are lost on average in Milan due to pollution
linked to agricultural activities that could be curbed with
technological abatement measures without reducing production.
Although referring to PM2.5 and not to the inorganic component
of PM10, findings drawn from the Global Burden of Disease data and
from EEA’s analyses exhibit similar magnitudes. In Italy, exposure
to ambient PM2.5 was linked to an estimated 24,700 premature
deaths and approximately 356,000 years of life lost, equivalent to
41 attributable deaths (CI: 32–50) and 591 years of life lost (CI:
476–713) per 100,000 population (Insitute for Health Metrics and

TABLE 2 Annual attributable deaths (AD), years of life lost (YLL), attributable
deaths rate (ADR), and years of life lost rate (YLLR) every
100,000 inhabitants in Milan (2013–2019) due to long-term exposure to
ammonium salts as a fraction of PM10 above 0 μg/m3 measured at Pascal
background station (β of 0.003922 from pooled RR of 1.04).

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

AD 575 489 586 566 740 598 569

YLL 7019 5867 6827 6798 8852 6854 6442

ADR 43 37 44 42 54 43 40

YLLR 530 439 507 503 648 491 458

TABLE 3 2013–2019mean attributable deaths (AD) by quinquennial age and gender in Milan due to long-term exposure to ammonium salts as a fraction of
PM10 above 0 μg/m3 measured at Pascal background station (β of 0.003922 from pooled RR of 1.04).

Mean AD

30–34 35–39 40–44 45–49 50–54 55–59 60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80–84 ≥ 85

Females 0.6 1.1 1.9 3.5 5.4 6.6 8.8 13.6 20 32 49.8 164.6

Males 1.3 1.6 2.9 4.6 7.8 10.6 14.3 20.6 29.1 42.9 52.1 93.3

TABLE 4 2013–2019 mean years of life lost (YLL) by quinquennial age and gender in Milan due to long-term exposure to ammonium salts as a fraction of
PM10 above 0 μg/m3 measured at Pascal background station (β of 0.003922 from pooled RR of 1.04).

Mean YLL

30–34 35–39 40–44 45–49 50–54 55–59 60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79 80–84 ≥ 85

Females 35 54.3 82.3 138.4 189.7 199.0 226.6 289.8 342.9 420.5 476.3 1080.4

Males 66.6 70.4 118.6 164.6 242.8 279.6 315.8 370.8 415.7 465 407.8 498.5
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Evaluation, 2019). According to the EEA, the nationwide premature
deaths for exposure to PM2.5 above 5 μg/m3 are 46,800, resulting in
415,400 YLL, equivalent to 88 AD and 701 YLL per
100,000 population (European Environment Agency, 2023b).
More specifically, if measures had been taken to reduce PM2.5

levels in the metropolitan city of Milan, 124 deaths per
100,000 residents could have been avoided, as well as 1,182 lost
years could have been saved (European Environment Agency,
2023a). Therefore, rates of health impacts attributable to
exposure to ammonium salts concentrations exceeding 0 μg/m3,
assuming similar toxicity to PM10, are relevant and comparable to
the nationwide rates of impacts of PM2.5 concentrations exceeding
5 μg/m3. Single-sector policies alone will not yield substantial
reductions in SIA. Rather, a multifaceted approach that
simultaneously addresses emissions from traffic, thermal plants,
and agricultural activities (especially livestock effluent
management) is required to achieve substantial reductions.

We acknowledge several limitations to our study. The estimation
method of ammonium salts is based on the assumption that salts are
pure, though this may not be the case, biasing our estimates. We
apply long-term concentration-response functions to determine the
number of nonaccidental deaths attributable to exposure to
ammonium salts, even though on the one hand they were
originally constructed for the PM10 total mass and on the other
hand not specifically for the city of Milan. We also assume
ammonium salts to have comparable levels of toxicity to that of
the total mass, while the literature on the differential toxicity of PM
remains limited and with mixed results. Finally, despite the presence
of missing values in the data, it is worth noting that the length of our
time series mitigates this concern.

Our research adds to an expanding body of literature that
explores the impact of agriculture on air quality, specifically
focusing on their association rather than causality. However,
investigating the causal effect in future studies would be of great
interest. Our study also provides insights into the health
consequences of secondary air pollution in an urban
environment heavily influenced by agricultural activities.
Furthermore, our research highlights the importance of PM
speciation data and underscores the value of making this
information accessible to the public for research purposes and for
raising awareness of the complexity of PM pollution.
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